Synthesis, structure, texture, and CO sensing behavior of nanocrystalline tin oxide doped with scandia.
Weakly agglomerated nanocrystalline scandia doped tin oxide powders with high surface area (170-220 m(2)/g) and uniform size (3-4 nm) were synthesized for the first time by a two-step hydrothermal process in the presence of urea, followed by the calcination between 500 and 1200 degrees C. The structure and texture of the binary oxide system were characterized by thermogravimetry and differential thermal analysis, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller-specific surface area analysis, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. A metastable scandium tin oxide solid solution in tetragonal structure was formed for the scandia content lower than 6 mol % as the samples were calcined at 800 degrees C, and the excess Sc atoms were dispersed at the surface of the crystallites above this limit. The solid solution was metastable, so scandium migrated toward the surface region of the crystallites and produced a second phase of Sc(4)Sn(3)O(12) during calcining at high temperatures over 1000-1200 degrees C. In the case of the samples with higher dopant concentration (>15 mol %), the calcination at the temperature between 500 and 800 degrees C caused the precipitation of Sc(2)O(3), and the calcination over 1000-1200 degrees C led to the formation of more Sc(4)Sn(3)O(12). Textural analysis showed that doping an appropriate amount of Sc(2)O(3) into nanosized SnO(2) could effectively inhibit the grain growth and stabilize the surface area against high-temperature calcinations below 1000 degrees C. CO gas-sensing property measurements revealed that the dispersion of Sc at the surfaces of the SnO(2) nanocrystallites could improve the CO sensitivity significantly, and the pellet sample with scandia content of 10 mol % sintered at 800 degrees C showed the best CO gas-sensing property in the operation temperature range of 300-400 degrees C. On the basis of the structural and textural analysis, the correlation between the structure/texture and the sensitivity to CO for the as-calcined (SnO(2))(1-x)(Sc(2)O(3))(x) nanocrystallites has been established and explained.